Collisions between spheres are a common ingredient in a variety of scientific problems, and the coefficient of restitution is a key parameter to describe the outcome of those. We present a new collision model that treats adhesion and viscoelasticity self-consistently, while energy losses arising from plastic deformation are assumed additive. Results show that viscoelasticity can significantly increase the energy that is dissipated in a collision, enhancing the sticking velocity. Furthermore, collisions well above the sticking velocity remain dissipative. We systemically compare the model to a large and unbiased set of published laboratory experiments to show its general applicability. The model is well capable of reproducing the important relation between impact velocity and coefficient of restitution as measured in the experiments, covering a wide range of materials, particle sizes, and collision velocities. Furthermore, the fitting parameters from those curves provide physical parameters like the surface energy, yield strength, and characteristic viscous relaxation time. Our results show that all three aspects -adhesion, viscoelastic dissipation and plastic deformation -are required for a proper description of the kinetic energy losses in sphere collisions.
Introduction
The study of the normal impact of a sphere and a second sphere or a substrate is a fundamental one, with applications in many different fields and scientific problems. The outcome of a collision is typically described by the coefficient of restitution, the ratio of the relative post-and pre-collision velocities, a measure of the amount of kinetic energy that is lost during the collision. Its value determines the energy balance in collisional systems such as granular gasses [1, 2] , which find applications in a wide range of physical environments. The question whether or not a collision results in sticking is of importance for many practical problems, such as the transportation of powders or granular materials, as well as for the study of the evolution of agglomerates, for instance in astrophysical environments such as dense molecular clouds [3] , protoplanetary disks [4, 5, 6] , and planetary rings [7, 8] . Conversely, a proper description of these systems requires good understanding of the physical processes involved and the material parameters describing them.
During a collision, various physical mechanisms can work together to dissipate kinetic energy. The magnitude of the energy associated with these mechanisms will in general depend on the target and projectile materials, their sizes, and the collision velocity. At low collision velocities, the surface energy of the materials associated with the mutual contact area is comparable to the kinetic energy, and will influence the collisional outcome, often resulting in sticking. In more energetic collisions, adhesion becomes less important, and sticking cannot be achieved through surface forces alone. Energy-loss mechanisms that are dominant in this regime can include the excitation of elastic waves [9, 10] and viscoelasticity [1, 11] . During high impact velocities, the stresses in and around the contact area may become so large that the material stops to behave elastically. Kinetic energy will then go into plastic deformation, and this becomes the most important energy sink [12] .
Despite extensive theoretical work studying these underlying physical processes, and experimental studies with measurements of the coefficient of restitution for certain velocities, e.g. [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] , few attempts have been made to combine different experiments and systematically compare the observed coefficient of restitution to theoretical predictions. In general, the experimental results show three different features [19] : (1) A rapidly increasing coefficient of restitution for low velocities, possibly preceded by sticking collisions. (2) A region where the coefficient of restitution does not vary with collision velocity, and has a value that is significantly smaller than unity.
(3) At high velocities, the coefficient of restitution is seen to fall of with velocity. A complete model for the collisional outcome has to be able to reproduces all three of these characteristics.
In this work, we set out to create collision model for viscoelastic adhesive spheres, which will be tested against published experimental results. While theoretical studies including either viscoelasticity [1, 11] , or adhesion [12, 20] have been around for some time, combining these two effects has proven notoriously difficult. In section 2, we propose a dynamic contact model for adhesive viscoelastic spheres. The main advancement of our model is that the two variables that describe the contactthe contact radius and the distance between the sphere's centers -are treated as mutually independent, where most theories assume an equilibrium relation between these quantities. The contact description is used in section 3 to describe head-on collisions between spheres, after which it is expanded to include plastic deformation at high velocities. Next, the collision model is compared to a large and unbiased set of collision experiments [19] . Fitting the model to the various experimental results will reveal how well it is able to reproduce the collisional outcomes, and allows to get a handle on the material properties governing the adhesive, viscous, and plastic behavior in question (section 4). The results are discussed in section 5, after which the main conclusions are presented in section 6.
Contact model
In the section we briefly revisit elastic contact theory (with and without adhesion), before deriving the equations describing a viscoelastic contact.
Static contact
When two smooth elastic spheres of radii R 1 and R 2 are pressed together, they will deform locally and share a circular contact area with radius a (figure 1). Assuming the contact is small compared to the reduced radius R, and there are no forces acting outside the contact area, we can write the pressure distribution in the contact area as a function of 0 ≤ r ≤ a [21] p(r) = E * πR
where R −1 ≡ R −1 1 + R −1 2 , and E * −1 ≡ (1 − ν 2 1 )/E 1 + (1 − ν 2 2 )/E 2 is the combined elastic modulus, combining the Young's Moduli E i and Poisson Ratios ν i of the spheres. The mutual approach is defined as δ ≡ R 1 +R 2 −| r 1 − r 2 |, where r i is the position of a sphere's center of mass. The pressure at a radius r is then completely defined by a and δ, and can be both positive (compressive) and negative (tensile). The largest compressive stress is found at r = 0, and for now we will assume this stress does not reach the material yield strength, and thus plastic deformation does not occur.
While there is a singularity at the edge of the contact, the integral over the entire area is convergent and yields the (elastic) inter-particle force
The elastic strain energy stored in the contact equals [21] So far we have deliberately not assumed any relation between a and δ. In some cases however, such relations do exist, and we will discuss two of these here, as we will compare them to the viscoelastic model later.
Hertz theory
In the non-adhesive case, as described by [22] , only repulsive forces are considered. For a given δ, the corresponding equilibrium contact size can be found by minimizing U E , resulting in
which, together with (2) returns the famous Hertzian force
From these two equations we see that in the non-adhesive case the force and contact size go to zero for δ = 0, and no solution exists for δ < 0. Additionally, the force is always positive, so no stable configuration of touching spheres is possible in the absence of external forces.
Johnson Kendall Roberts theory
To describe the adhesive case, Johnson and coworkers [23] added a surface energy term
where γ is the surface energy. Thus, when the circular contact area shrinks or expands, the surface energy changes. For a certain value of δ, the contact area will adjust itself so that
which can be solved to give
and consequently
These final two relations describe Johnson Kendall Roberts theory (hereafter JKR theory), and show that contact between adhesive particles can be maintained even for negative approaches and negative forces. An important point is that an equilibrium exists at
where the inter particle force equals zero, assuming no external forces are acting. Indeed, a pull-off force of F c = −(3/2)πγR, independent of elastic properties, has to be overcome in order to separate two spheres. Several alternative adhesive theories exist. JKR theory is the result of assuming that no forces act outside of the contact area. Also in the seventies, Derjaguin and coworkers [24] took the opposite approach, by assuming the contact size is Hertzian, and adhesive forces to act in a ring around it. In 1977 it was shown by Tabor [25] that both theories are in fact limiting cases, whose validity depends on the value of the Tabor parameter, defined as
with z 0 = 0.2 ∼ 0.4 nm the spacing between atoms. For µ > 5, i.e. large compliant spheres, JKR theory is valid, while for µ < 0.1 Derjaguin Muller Toporov (DMT) theory is preferred. In the transition regime the Maugis-Dugdale solution can be used [26, 27, 28 ].
Dynamic contact
Here we ask ourselves what happens when the material making up the spheres is not perfectly elastic. More specifically, the material will be assumed to be linearly viscoelastic, with a single relaxation time T vis . We focus first on what this means for the contact edge, after which we turn our attention to the bulk of the material.
Viscoelastic crack theory
The growing or receding contact area can be described as a Mode I crack of length 2πa that is either closing or opening. For an infinite linear elastic material the crack is adequately described by Griffith theory [29] , returning (6) . For viscoelastic materials however, this approach breaks down as it predicts infinite strain rates for any non-zero crack velocity §. The basis for a more advanced theory comes from Barenblatt [31] , who provided a solution for the infinite stresses. Based on this concept numerous theories for propagating viscoelastic cracks have been developed [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37] . The main result of these studies is that energy is dissipated at § This problem was circumvented by [30] , who integrated over the elastic stresses before taking the timederivative (their equation 30). While the integral over the elastic stress is finite, and indeed equal to the elastic force, the integral over the time-derivative of the elastic stress does not converge. More specific, swapping the integral and derivative using Leibniz's rule results in a boundary term proportional tȯ ap(a), which is infinite in JKR-theory. A more detailed theory of what happens close to the contact edge is needed, and has become available in the form of viscoelastic crack theory described here.
the crack tip, creating an asymmetry between opening and closing cracks, which causes (7) to break down. However, providing
is the energy released/absorbed when the crack is closed/opened, and includes any viscoelastic losses at the crack tip, we may write
In (12) , the effective surface energy G eff is a function of crack velocityȧ. For sufficiently slow cracks, G eff = γ, and (13) reduces to (7) as expected. In Appendix A we show for which crack opening velocity this occurs. For larger crack speeds however, G eff > γ for opening cracks, and G eff < γ for healing ones. This causes so-called adhesion hysteresis at the contact edge, and has been experimentally verified [38] . Combining (12) and (13) yields
For a certain combination of a and δ, the above relation can be used to find the current effective surface energy, and thusȧ. The exact shape of G eff (ȧ) is quite complex.
Here, we will use results of Greenwood [39] , who combined the work of Barenblatt and Schapery with a Maugis-Dugdale potential around the crack tip. The material is described as a three-element solid, with a relaxation timescale T vis and a ratio of relaxed to instantaneous elastic modulus k. The effective surface energy is then written as
which can be inserted into (12) . Analytical functions are provided relatingȧ to β. For the majority of crack speeds, and almost independent of k, we can use [39] 
where σ 0 γ/z 0 is the size of the attractive force acting in the region described by the Maugis-Dugdale model. For low speeds, (16) looses accuracy, and [39] provides, specifically for k = 0.02,
These relations have successfully been used to explain adhesion hysteresis in oscillatory normal loading [40] , and in the rolling contact of polymers [41] . More recently, Barthel [42] studied viscoelastic cracks for the same three-element material model, but replaced the Maugis-Dugdale potential with a more realistic one, finding results similar to (16) and (17) . The above form of adhesion hysteresis is often called "mechanical hysteresis" [43] , and disappears when the contact loading/unloading cycle is performed at infinitely low velocities. A different kind is "chemical hysteresis", where material close to the surface is left in a physically different state after the loading/unloading cycle [43, 44, 45] . In this work, we assume mechanical hysteresis to be the dominant process.
Bulk dissipative force
When two viscoelastic spheres are pressed together at a finite velocity, a significant amount of energy might also be dissipated in the bulk of the material. When dissipation and strain rates are small everywhere, the total stress tensor can be written as a linear combination of the elastic and a dissipative stress tensor [46] . We follow this approach, and write the dissipative stress as being proportional to the time-derivative of the elastic one [1, 11] . Realizing we are interested only in the normal component of the dissipative stress within the contact area, we can write
where p(r) is the elastic pressure distribution given by (1) , and the proportionality constant A is a combination of viscous and elastic constants with units of time, which we approximate as A ∼ T vis /ν 2 [1, 30] . Similar to (2) , the dissipative stresses can be integrated to yield the bulk dissipative force. The integration should be over all the dissipative stresses, except for those arising from the crack propagation, which are accounted for by the viscoelastic crack theory described in section 2.2.1. More specifically, we will separate the influence of the bulk deformation from the crack-induced stresses by only taking into account theδ-term in (18) . This allows us to write
The dissipative force thus depends on both a andδ, becomes negligible when the contact size goes to zero, and always has the same sign asδ, ensuring it will act like a true drag term and always oppose motion.
Head-on collisions
The contact model put forward in section 2 can be used to calculate the evolution of the contact between two spheres that collide head-on. In this section, we limit ourselves to equal-sized spheres of the same material, but the theory described here can be applied to sphere-wall collisions by adjusting the effective mass and radius accordingly. The material properties are chosen to resemble water-ice microspheres (table 2) . This combination of material properties has a Tabor parameter of µ 14, which would put 4) and (5)) and JKR theory ( (8) and (9)) are also plotted, and the star marks the equilibrium point in JKR theory. The vertical dashed lines show the snap-on in JKR theory, where the contact radius and force jump to a finite value when the spheres first touch at δ = 0. this in the JKR limit when viscoelasticity was not present. The value of T vis is regarded as unknown, and will be varied later on to probe the effect the viscoelastic nature has on the evolution of the collision. In section 2.2 we obtained the elastic and dissipative force between two spheres as a function of the contact size, their mutual approach, and the time-derivatives of these variables. These are all the tools we need to numerically integrate a collision at a certain velocity, realizing that the evolution of the mutual approach is given bÿ
where the forces are given by (2) and (19) . The reduced mass m * −1 = m −1 1 + m −1 2 can be written in terms of density and radius. Meanwhile, the evolution of the contact size is governed by (14) - (17) . The moment of first contact is taken as t = 0, and as we do not allow for long-range forces the initial conditions for the mutual approach are
As (14) does not allow a = 0, we have to make an analytical approximation for the initial growth of the contact area, see Appendix B. Using these initial conditions, (14) , (16) , (17) and (20) have to be solved simultaneously to obtain the evolution of δ and a in time. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the contact size and elastic force as a function of mutual approach, for a head-on collision at 8 m s −1 , and T vis = 10 −11 s. The relations from Hertz theory and JKR theory are also shown, and the star marks the equilibrium point in JKR theory (F JKR = 0). At the start of the collision, δ = 0, and it is clearly visible in the left panel of figure 2 that the contact area initially grows very fast, as its radius increases to ∼ 0.1µm with δ hardly changing. This "snapping on" is a consequence of the adhesive forces, and results in the contact being larger then predicted by Hertz theory. As a direct consequence, the force is negative early on, and the spheres are accelerated towards each other. However, the effective surface energy is smaller than the static value, so both the contact radius and the force do not reach the JKR-value.
Bouncing collision
As the spheres compress, kinetic and surface energy are converted into elastic energy , and the spheres are brought to a halt at some maximum δ. Here, the motion is reversed, and the spheres start to move apart. During unloading (rebound), the contact area is shrinking, and the effective surface energy is larger than the static one, causing the contact area to be larger than expected from JKR, and the force to be smaller. During the rebound, the spheres will cross the point δ = 0, but maintain contact as a result of the attractive surface forces. Because of the large effective surface energy, the maximum tensile force can be seen to be a factor 2 or so larger than the classic pull-off force from JKR theory, and contact can be maintained for even longer. Since both a and δ are followed individually, the collision can be integrated as a goes to zero. The total collision time, ∼ 1.7 × 10 −8 s, can be compared to the one expected from Hertz theory, which can be estimated as [9, 12] t H = 2.87
and equals, for this particular set-up, 1.4 × 10 −8 s. Thus, the combined effects of viscoelasticity and adhesion have lengthened the collision by about one fifth.
Sticking collision
At lower velocities, the pre-collision kinetic energy becomes comparable to the dissipated energy, and sticking can be achieved. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the contact for a collision similar to the one from figure 2, but at a velocity of v in = 2 m s −1 . Initially, the collision resembles the faster one, but as there is less kinetic energy available, the maximum contact size and mutual approach reached are somewhat smaller. During rebound, the spheres are not able to separate, and instead oscillate back and forth, spiraling towards the JKR equilibrium point as a result of the dissipative effects. In a purely elastic scenario, the oscillation would not be dampened. The kinetic energy is dissipated within a couple of oscillations, on a timescale of a few times 10 −8 s (see Appendix C). The energy absorbed as a result of the dissipative properties will be converted into heat. At this stage, we do not take into account any effects an increased temperature might have on the material properties, and simply view this energy as lost.
In Appendix C the energy budget during the collision is described in more detail. 4) and (5)) and JKR theory ( (8) and (9)) are also plotted, and the star marks the equilibrium point in JKR theory. The vertical dashed lines show the snap-on in JKR theory, where the contact radius and force jump to a finite value when the spheres first touch at δ = 0.
Coefficient of restitution
To capture the outcome of a collision in a single quantity, we calculate the coefficient of restitution e A . There are several definitions for this coefficient in terms of velocity or energy [47] , but for the normal collisions described in this work the two are identical, and we can write the coefficient of restitution as
where t c is the collision time. The resulting value can be compared to two cases in which analytical estimates are possible. In the elastic JKR limit the coefficient of restitution equals [12, 48] 
where
is the sticking velocity, below which all collisions will result in sticking. Alternatively, we may look at the non-adhesive viscoelastic case. In the limit where dissipation is small, the coefficient of restitution can be estimated as [1, 49] If one were to assume adhesion and viscoelastic dissipation do not influence each other, these two energy losses can be added to yield
However, adhesion and viscoelasticity cannot be treated independently as substantially more energy is dissipated. For example; the collision described in figure 2 has e I = 0.92, while the numerical viscoelastic model employed here results in e A = 0.66. Figure 4 shows the variation of the coefficient of restitution with velocity, and compares it to the above estimates. Focussing first on the lowest velocities, we see that the sticking velocity is increased substantially. Towards the higher velocities, the results appear to approach the limit described by (26) . Comparison with (27) shows that treating adhesion and viscoelasticity separately will significantly underestimate not only the sticking velocity, but the amount of energy dissipation over the entire velocity range. The effect of varying the reduced radius is shown in figure 5 , where collisional outcomes at a fixed velocity are shown. Again, the difference between the theory developed here and (27) is substantial, although it vanishes for larger spheres, where the kinetic energy is much larger than the dissipated energy, and collisions are almost completely elastic.
An important parameter for many studies is the sticking threshold velocity v s ; the maximum velocity at which colliding particles will stick. Figure 5 shows the sticking velocity as a function of reduced radius and viscous relaxation time for water-ice particles. The sticking velocity in the non-viscous case (25) is plotted for comparison. For very small values of T vis the material effectively behaves elastically and (25) is retrieved. For larger values of the relaxation time, the sticking velocity can be increased significantly, especially for small particle sizes. (25) is plotted for comparison.
Plastic deformation
During a collision, the stress in the material can become so large that it starts to yield plastically. In a contact between spheres, ignoring adhesion and viscosity, the maximum shear stress is attained right beneath the contact area and on the axis of symmetry. Using either the Tresca or von Mises criterion, it can be shown that plastic deformation in the region below the contact will start when the pressure in the center of the contact area p 0 exceeds 1.6 times the yield strength Y of the material in simple tension [12] . We can write a condition for the impact velocity for which yield is just initiated. 
where p y = 1.6Y denotes the pressure at the center of the contact area at the onset of plastic deformation [12] . Note that since v y scales with R 3 /m * , the yield velocity does not depend on size, assuming Y is independent of size. When the impact velocity is larger than v y , a plastic region will be created underneath the contact area, and the pressure distribution will flatten off [50] . For even faster collisions the maximum pressure grows from 1.6Y to about 3Y , at which point the plastic region reaches the sphere's free surface, plastic flow is no longer contained and the situation becomes more complicated [12] . An analytical model for the coefficient of restitution is provided by Thornton and Ning [48] , where the pressure distribution is cut off above a critical p y . It is shown that this cutoff results in a force which depends linearly on the approach δ. In addition, Thornton and Ning assumed that during the rebound phase the forces are Hertzian, but the radius of curvature is altered because of the plastic yield during loading. The resulting coefficient of restitution equals
wherev = (v y /v in ). If no plastic deformation occurs, the collision is perfectly elastic and e P = 1. If the impact velocity exceeds v y , the coefficient of restitution will drop off. At velocities well above the yield velocity e P ∝ (v y /v in ) 1/4 . More advanced models exist, that treat the variation of the central pressure and the unloading phase more carefully [51, 52] or include adhesion [53] . However, for the purpose of this work, we choose the model of Thornton & Ning to describe the plastic behavior. For the constant cutoff pressure we use p y = 1.6Y . For typical material parameters the yield velocity lies well above the sticking velocity [48] , and it seems reasonable to assume the effects of adhesion and plastic deformation can be treated separately. Assuming the energy losses resulting from adhesion/viscosity and plastic deformation are being additive, we can write the total coefficient of restitution as
where e A is obtained by numerically integratingδ in (23).
Comparison to experiments
The model presented in section 3 can be compared to experiments performed on colliding spheres where adhesion is of some importance, i.e. small spheres and/or low velocities. Experiments with colliding microspheres have been performed for some decades now, with results often in the form of a series of coefficients of restitution as a function of velocity. In general, most experimental results look similar to figure 4, and also show some dissipation towards higher velocities. In addition, fitting a purely elastic adhesive model has on some occasions yielded unrealistically high values for the surface energy [18] . In this section we set out to fit the model to a large set of published experimental results, with the aims of testing its applicability, and deriving the key parameters that govern the adhesive, viscoelastic, and plastic behavior.
Method
Available collision experiments reporting coefficients of restitution have been collected and reviewed by Güttler et al [19] . Here, we select those experiments from the dataset that resemble head-on and non-rotating collisions, and where the effects of surface roughness are believed to be small. Moreover, we are interested only in the data where a drop in the coefficient of restitution towards lower velocities is visible. With this, we hope to choose an unbiased sample, which is also as complete as possible to the best of our knowledge. The selected experiments are summarized in table 1, where the materials, particle sizes, and examined velocities are shown. The micrometer experiments are all sphere-wall collisions, while the millimeter particles were collided sphere on sphere. Table 2 lists the various materials, together with their properties. To fit the experimental results, we use the elastic material properties from table 2, and treat γ, T vis and Y as fitting parameters. While the surface energy might be considered as known, the values listed in table 2 under γ L correspond to clean surfaces in perfect contact. These conditions are not necessarily met during an experiment, and the value of the surface energy might differ accordingly. Therefore, we allow γ to vary and will compare the result to the literature value in section 4.2. For a particular experiment, the best fit is obtained by minimizing
where N is the total number of data points, and the theoretical e(v n ) is given by (30) . The value of χ 2 is calculated for a grid of values for γ, T vis and Y , after which the uncertainty in each individual parameter is taken as the range in which this parameter can vary without χ 2 growing by more than a factor of 2. For experiments where the error on the coefficient of restitution was provided, this method yielded uncertainties comparable to the size of the 1σ confidence limit.
Results
We recognize three global characteristics in the experiments: (1) At low velocities, the outcome is dominated by adhesive and viscous forces, sometimes resulting in sticking. Just above the sticking velocity the COR rises steeply but does not reach unity. (2) Towards slightly higher velocities, the kinetic energy increases and the effects of adhesive forces decrease. However, as a result of the bulk dissipative force collisions are still dissipative, and regions where the COR is nearly constant and well below unity are observed for almost every experiment. These regions, covering up to factors of 3-4 in velocity, cannot be adequately explained by purely elastic adhesive theory, as the COR is expected to rise to 1 rapidly above the sticking velocity. (3) Some experiments show a drop in the COR towards high velocities. This drop is explained by plastic deformation.
In the majority of the experiments however, the high velocities needed to observe this part are not reached. Figure 6 shows two examples of the produced fits. All other fits, as well as a table giving the fitting parameters and uncertainties for each individual experiment, are available online as supplementary material. Perusal of the fits reveals good agreement between model and experiments. The three global characteristics outlined above are in a natural way contained with this theory in terms of the adhesion and the viscous (24), where the surface energy has been chosen such that the low velocity part of the data is described well. For the rightmost curve, plastic deformation (29) was added when creating the dashed curve. dissipation at the contact edge, the bulk viscous dissipation, and plastic deformation. For comparison, we plot in figure 6 curves neglecting viscoelasticity (dashed lines). It is clear that a model including only adhesive forces and plastic deformation is unable to describe the experimental results at intermediate velocities. Figure 7 A handful of experiments show a large uncertainty in the determination of γ, and we briefly discuss why. For Dahneke's PVT experiment, the reason is that the drop in the COR towards low velocities is not very distinct. For the mm-sized experiments the large uncertainty is a result of the scatter in the data, and the fact that the majority of the data points lie close to unity. As a result, model curves that combine a negligibly small value for T vis with a large surface energy, cannot be rejected on the basis of the method outlined above. However, non-zero values for the viscous relaxation time do describe the data more accurately, and the surface energies for these fits lies significantly closer to γ L , alleviating the issue of the high apparent surface energies as put forward by Sorace et al [18] . Moreover, measurements by Sorace et al of the COR at high speeds + range between 0.90 and 0.95, supporting the hypothesis that the energy loss observed is caused by more than just adhesive forces.
Surface energy

Yield strength
The obtained yield strengths are shown in figure 7(b) , normalized to the Young's modulus of the softer material. The gray arrows correspond to ¶ For like materials, γ equals twice the surface free energy, and for different materials the surface energies can be combined as γ 2 √ γ 1 γ 2 . + These results are not included in the fitting procedure as it is unclear at which velocity they were obtained. experiments where plastic deformation does not occur at the velocities studied, and therefore give lower limits on the material strength * . In macroscopic metal bodies plastic flow is the result of the motion of a dislocation through the crystalline lattice structure, and the yield strength is typically orders of magnitude smaller than the Young's modulus. The typical density of such dislocations that intersect a unit plane equals 10 12 − 10 13 m −2 , or between 1 and 10 per square micrometer [59] . On sub-micrometer scales, very few dislocations are available and the yield strength is expected to approach the theoretical strength of 0.2 E i , largely independent of material [60] . To describe the size dependence of the yield strength, an empirical power law of the form
* For the PVT [13] and tedlar and molubdenum experiments [14] , the best fitting models did include plastic deformation towards high velocities, but models without could not be rejected.
is often used, with Y 0 the macroscopic yield strength, l the characteristic length scale, k a constant, and n = 0.5 the classical Hall-Petch value [61] . Experimentally derived values range between 0.5 > n > 1 for metals [62, 63, 64, 65] , suggesting there are multiple deformation mechanisms acting, that cannot be captured in a single power law [59] . For polymers a theoretical strength of 0.2 E i has been predicted by Frenkel [66] , while experimental values of the yield strength in bulk glassy polymers [67, 68] and metallic glasses [69] are about an order of magnitude smaller, and appear to be correlated with temperature as well as elastic modulus. We estimate the length scale l on which the plastic deformation occurs in the collision experiments, as being equal to the maximum Hertzian contact radius
To obtain a single value for l for every experiment in table 1, we use a representative velocity equal to half the maximum velocity used in that particular set up. The obtained normalized yield strengths are plotted in figure 8 (a) as a function of l. For comparison, we plot the result of Lifshitz and Kolsky [70] , who found a yield velocity of 0.3 m s −1 for steel spheres with a 3.18 mm radius. The observed material strengths vary by about a factor of 20, and appear to approach the theoretical strength for the smallest lengthscales. These results confirm that the drop in coefficient towards high velocities is indeed caused by plastic yield.
Relaxation timescale
Of the fitted parameters, the viscous relaxation time is considered the most uncertain. Figure 8(b) shows the best fit values plotted against the reduced radius. For the theory of section 2 to be valid, the relaxation time needs to be small compared to the collision time t c . As a lower limit for the collision time we can use the Hertzian approximation (22) , realizing that any adhesive and/or viscous effects will act to increase the collision time. The Hertzian collision time is plotted as a gray solid line in figure 8 (b) for typical properties (E * = 10 GPa, ρ = 2 g cm −3 and v in = 10 m s −1 ). The gray dotted line corresponds to t H × 10 −3 . The fitted values for the relaxation time lie well below the collision time, validating the use of our model. While the mm-sized experiments technically yield upper limits, we prefer to think viscoelastic behavior is important also at these sizes, as negligibly small values for T vis result in very large surface energies, and fail to explain the high-velocity points presented by Sorace et al [18] . The apparent relation between the relaxation time and reduced radius is curious, and will be further discussed in section 5.
Discussion
A collision between spherical particles results in some kinetic energy being lost. As a result, the rebound velocity is smaller than the incoming velocity. In this work we put forward a collision model that treats adhesion and viscoelasticity in a self-consistent way, and assume the energy losses arising from plastic deformation to be additive. Incorporating dissipative viscoelastic stresses into a static contact description such as JKR theory is not straightforward. The problem is the existence of a theoretically infinite tensile stress at the contact edge, which causes infinite stress rates when the contact area grows or shrinks at a finite rate. Integration of the dissipative stresses will then inevitably result in an infinitely large dissipative force. A solution to this problem comes from viscoelastic crack theory [39] , and is included in the contact description by allowing for an effective surface energy, which varies as a function of the rate with which the contact advances/recedes. To be able to describe the contact hysteresis that ensues, we follow the evolution in time of both the contact radius and the mutual approach. Some distance from the contact edge, the stress rates are dominated by the changes in the mutual approach, rather than the crack opening or closing. The dissipative stresses arising here can be integrated to yield a dissipative stress. With analytic expressions for the total normal force between two non-rotating particles, a head-on collision at a certain velocity can be solved numerically, yielding the total energy loss and coefficient of restitution.
Regarding the particle size and elastic modulus as known, the model is fitted to experimental results and yields values for the surface energy, the viscous relaxation timescale, and the yield strength. While the obtained values for the surface energy and yield strength compare well to expected values, it is difficult to judge whether the inferred material relaxation time is realistic, partly because of the viscoelastic model that is used, in which the material relaxes linearly on a single timescale. This is a very simplistic view, as more realistic materials contain numerous characteristic timeand length scales corresponding to (parts of) molecules, chains of molecules, or lattice structures. The experiments clearly reveal the effect of viscous dissipation for all particle sizes and therefore, by necessity, at all collision timescales. This immediately implies that the relevant viscous dissipation timescale is longer for collisions between larger grains ( figure 8(b) ). We interpret this along the lines outlined above: when larger volumes are involved in the collision process, larger structures can be activated in the dissipation process, and these larger structures by necessity require longer timescales to act.
The collision model used throughout this work does not take into account energy lost in the excitation of elastic waves, or the presence of surface asperities. We shall discuss these assumptions briefly. During a collision of two bodies, elastic waves will be excited that travel back and forth and carry a part of the initial kinetic energy. In the non-adhesive case this energy is expected to be negligible if the collision velocity is well below the material soundspeed [9] , which is the case for the experiments encountered in this work (see table 2 ). However, the presence of adhesion might enhance the elastic wave energy around the lower velocities, increasing the sticking velocity slightly [20] .
The presence of surface asperities can influence the collisional outcome profoundly. Irregularities that are large compared to the contact size will alter the local reduced radius, while smaller asperities can be crushed to dissipate energy [71] or survive and act to reduce the effective surface area and therefore the effect of adhesive forces [25] . Several authors provided information on the particle roughness. For the fluorescein particles, Wall et al [14] provided an upper limit on the roughness of 3 nm. The steel particles were stated to be smooth to within the resolution of the scanning electron microscope (SEM), while the surface of the target showed a height standard deviation of ∼ 1 nm [16] . An SEM was also used by Dunn et al [15] to study their surfaces, who found the steel to be virtually flawless within the resolution of 4 nm. The softer targets showed some irregularities on the micron scale. Unfortunately, Dahneke [13] and Sorace et al [18] provided no information on the roughness of the particles they used. For more details on the surface conditions in the various experiments the reader is referred to Güttler et al [19] or the original experimental works. The typical diameter of the contact area ranges between about 100 nm and 20 µm for the smallest and largest spheres described here, while the mutual approach is a factor (a/R) smaller. Thus, contact will be made over many small asperities simultaneously, and their presence is not expected to significantly alter the collisional outcome. The obtained surface energies, as plotted in figure 7 , show no systematic deviation from literature values. Therefore, we believe that in general the effects of both elastic wave excitation and surface asperities are small. The collision model also assumes a Tabor parameter µ > 5 [25, 28] . The values of the Tabor parameter (calculated using γ L ) are given in figure 6 and in the supplementary material. While two experiments are perhaps limiting cases, the majority of the experiments have µ 5, justifying the use of the collision model.
Conclusions
In this work we have studied the collision between adhesive, viscoelastic spheres in a self-consistent way, by following the evolution of both the contact size, and the mutual approach of the sphere's centers of mass independently. The contact edge is described using viscoelastic crack theory, whereas deformations in the bulk of the material give rise to a dissipative force. The main results are:
• The combined effects of viscoelasticity in the bulk and at the contact edge can cause significant deviations from static adhesive contact theory. As a result, there is no unique relation between the contact size and the mutual approach.
• Because energy is dissipated through viscoelastic effects both in the bulk and at the contact edge, the sticking velocity can be significantly increased from the value predicted based on elastic adhesive theory. Well above the sticking velocity the viscoelastic effects still cause significant energy loss, and a coefficient of restitution of less then unity.
• Assuming viscoelasticity and adhesion can be treated separately results in a significant underestimation of the energy lost during a collision.
The model is extended to include plastic deformation at high velocities, and compared to a large set of experimental results resulting in the determination of the surface energy, material yield strength, and viscous relaxation time. The main findings can be summarized as follows:
• The collision model is remarkably successful in describing a large number of experiments, varying in experimental set-up, particle materials, particle size, and collision velocity. Removing any one of the three energy-loss mechanisms results in a dramatic decrease in the quality of the fit.
• The surface energy values obtained from the experiments are in good agreement with literature values. The majority of the derived surface energies lies within a factor of two of the expected values. The remaining small differences are expected and can easily be attributed to elastic waves and surface roughness.
• Through fitting the yield velocity, a value for the material yield strength can be obtained. For the majority of experiments plastic yield is not observed, resulting in a lower limit for this parameter. The resulting values for the yield strength lie within the expected range, and approach the theoretical strength of about 0.2×Young's modulus for the smallest sizes.
• When viscous dissipation is important, the relaxation timescale has to be well below the collision timescale. We observe a correlation between the relaxation timescale and the reduced radius of the sphere(s). We suggest that this relationship reflects the activation of relaxation in larger and larger structures as the collision size scale increases.
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Appendix A. Quasi-static limit
Here we estimate the timescales below which the effects of viscosity are small, and the elastic limit is retrieved. Turning our attention first to the bulk dissipation, the effect of T vis becomes negligible when
Plugging in (2) and (19) , and assuming the Hertzian relation (4) reduces the above equation to
where we have used (δ/δ) ∼ t c . Thus, bulk dissipation will have little effect on the energy balance if the relaxation timescale is much smaller than the collision timescale. A similar result can be obtained directly from (26) . The magnitude of the adhesion hysteresis depends on the crack velocity. We assume the quasi-static limit to be retrieved when the difference between effective and static surface energy is of order 10 −2 . Making use of (17), appropriate for low crack velocities, we find this holds when
In a collision,ȧ will vary significantly, but we may obtain a typical value from Hertzian theory, whereȧ =δ(R/2a), allowing us to rewrite the above limit as
Relaxation timescales longer than this will result in adhesion hysteresis, and affect the collisional outcome if the energy that is dissipated in this way is comparable to the kinetic energy. The fraction E * z 0 /γ is relatively small for materials like ice or polymers, but can be substantially larger for metals or minerals like quartz (see table 2 ). As a result, the relative importance of crack and and bulk dissipation will vary per material. For the ice particles considered in section 3, the term in brackets is of order unity, while (z 0 /a) ∼ 10 −3 . Comparison of (A.2) and (A.4) reveals energy dissipation at the contact edge can take place for shorter timescales, and when the bulk of the material behaves elastically. For a 4 m s −1 collision between the ice spheres of table 2, (A.2) and (A.4) both hold for T vis = 10 −14 s. For this value of the relaxation time, numerical integration of the equations of motion yields e = 0.93, which is in excellent agreement with the quasi-static result: e JKR = 0.93.
Appendix B. Intial condition for contact area
At the point of first contact, a = δ = 0, causing G eff , as defined by (14), to be indefinite. To account for this, we take an approach very similar to section 4.1 of [72] , the main difference being that our approximation is focussed on δ = 0, whereas the former uses F E = 0.
Setting the mutual approach to zero in (14) returns
Asȧ is practically infinite, we can assume G eff should have the minimum value of kγ. In this case (β = k), (16) cannot be used, and an analytical approximation is required. Following a similar approach as [72] , we can approximate the time since contact formation, for a given β, as where s ≡ β 1/3 . Now, a value of β arbitrarily close to k can be chosen, and the above two equations will return the corresponding contact size, and time difference, providing a starting point forȧ. The assumption that δ = 0 is justified as the contact initially grows so rapidly, the mutual approach hardly changes. For our numerical integrations, we have used the starting value of G eff = 1.01kβ.
Appendix C. Energy budget during collision
It proves useful to examine the various energies in the system during the collision. First, the kinetic energy is taken to equal
We already have an expression for the elastic energy in (3), and the surface energy is given by (6) . The total amount of energy that has been dissipated at the crack tip at a time t can be written as
This quantity is always positive, asȧ has the same sign as (1 − β). Lastly, the energy that has been dissipated in the bulk by F D at some time t is obtained through Figure C1 shows these energies, normalized to the kinetic energy at t = 0, for the same collision as described in figure 1 . The brief acceleration phase the spheres go through immediately after t = 0 can be seen to have a negligible effect on the kinetic energy in this particular case. During the loading phase, the growth of the contact area results in energy being added to the system, and the surface energy grows increasingly negative. Energy is steadily dissipated in the bulk and at the crack tip. As the motion is reversed, the elastic energy starts to decrease while the surface energy grows, as new surface is being created. At the end of the collision, 37% and 19% of the initial kinetic energy has been dissipated at the crack tip and in de bulk of the material respectively, indicating that the adhesion hysteresis has a large influence on the energy balance in the system. Furthermore, the collision is clearly asymmetric, as the rebounding phase, which starts after U K reaches zero, is significantly longer than the loading phase. Figure C2 shows the various energies for the sticking collision of figure 4 . Most of the initial kinetic energy and the released surface energy are dissipated (mainly at the crack tip), while a fraction remains stored in elastic energy. 
